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BOMBERS BLUE BITS



Bombers has been developing quality equine products for over 30 years.  Our focus is on providing innovative solutions to riders’ challenging 
problems, particularly in the area of bitting.  Coupling  that  innovation with handmade quality, attention to detail and testing by world renowned 
riders, has resulted in world-class horse products... and not just bits.  The results are truly astounding, as insistent users attest!  This successful 
formula has now been applied to a variety of disciplines including Cutting & Campdrafting, Dressage, Endurance, Icelandic, Polo, Polocrosse, 
Pony Showing, Racing, Saddlebred and Show Jumping.

A horse is an animal of flight - it will never yield to pressure or pain it will either move away from it or run away.  
Therefore Pressure = Resistance = Lack of Control.  To obtain control we need to remove the resistance.  To remove the resistance one 

must remove the pressure or distribute the pressure over a larger surface area.

GET  TO  KNOW  US  BETTER

ABOUT US

BOMBERS LIFETIME GUARANTEE

CAUTION WARNING 
FROM THE MANUFACTURER

“PRESSURE = RESISTANCE”
“RESISTANCE = LACK OF CONTROL”

I 

The Bombers lifetime guarantee covers all stainless steel, sweet iron and brass products from manufacturing defects in materials and workman-
ship for the lifetime of the product.  Bombers will repair or replace at its discretion any manufacturing defect in these products free of charge.  
The bombers lifetime guarantee does not cover damage caused by accident, improper care or cleaning, non-standard usage, negligence or 
unauthorised alterations.

Horse riding is an action sport, the riders safety greatly depends on the integrity of the equipment, 
bits are hard wearing items but please remember to always check your equipment before saddling up… happy riding! 

Sweet Iron will oxidize when it comes 
into contact with moisture; this oxidation 
process encourages salivation which im-
proves acceptance of the bit. This process 
changes the blue colour of the Bomber 
bit to a brownish grey.  If not used for a 
while, any build- up may be removed with 
a scourer and wiped with a damp cloth.

A Bomber bit is entirely handcrafted. 
All the component parts are welded, 
formed and ground by hand.  The sweet 
iron after treatment, gives off a striking 
and attractive deep blue tint. The finish-
ing touch: the size and brand name are 
stamped on the left hand side of the bit.

A bit is a tool and as such comes in many 
designs and sizes to meet the needs of the 
horse, rider and the discipline being ridden.  
Here at Bombers we make possibly the 
most extensive range in the world. Some 
of the bits can be used for most applica-
tions, while others may only be used in one 
unique situation. It is our intention to get 
you the right bit for you and your horse.



BRETT IS AN EXTREMELY SUCCESSFUL RIDER WHO HAS AN AMAZING 12 AUSTRALIAN DRESSAGE 
CHAMPIONSHIPS UNDER HIS BELT.  HE WAS ALSO SHORTLISTED FOR 3 OLYMPIC GAMES PLUS A 
TOP 10 WORLD EQUESTRIAN GAMES FINISH.

a horse being happy and comfortable 
in the mouth is vital. you can’t put a 

price on bomber’s decades of 
knowledge and experience.

 
bombers sponsored DRESSAGE rider



The nylon composite material is light in the 
mouth and encourages salivation while the 
port offers tongue relief. It is particularly well 
suited to horses that object to metal mouth 
pieces. 
The material is non-toxic with a stainless 
steel core.

Bombers only uses the very best Stainless 
Steel. Brass is used in a some products. 
Most of our mouthpieces are made from blue 
sweet iron, because it:
•        oxidises easily
•        encourages salivation
•        helps bit acceptance
•        is warm and sweet
Our bits should be washed after every use 
and checked for wear. If the bit has been out 
of use for some time, a kitchen scourer may-
be necessary to remove built up oxidation.

CARE

90
KG

MAX 90 KG
Bombers prides itself on striving 
to ensure the highest level of 
manufacturing and craftman-
ship.  It is for that reason we 
have added a maximum weight 
rating of 90kgs on certain bit 
models, namely the barrel, 
Bomber Blue and cable mouth-
pieces.

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

CHEWABLE - NO GUARANTEE
Some mouthpieces are not suit-
able for horses that chew - no 
guarantee is offered on wear 
and tear of these materials from 
being chewed.
• Cable
• Leather
• FlexibleTubing
• Bomber Blue

MOVING PARTS WEAR - EVEN METALS
Mouthpieces that have joints 
will wear over time. Check your 
Bombers Bit  before use, send 
us a image if you would like it 
to be assessed. Brass is a soft 
metal and will wear quicker over 
time.

OXIDISATION
Please note due to oxidisation 
the blue sweet iron will fade with 
use.

90
KG

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

CABLE
Bomber’s revolutionary Cable bits
1.

2.

3.

Removes the centre links, creating a 
smooth more comfortable mouthpiece.
Offers a rigidity limiting the nutcracker 
effect and has spring back.

The cable allows for some lateral inde-
pendence between each rein.

The cable tubing is manufactured from 
clear virgin flexible PVC compound. It is 
heavy metal free meaning non- toxic and 
the pigment is FDA approved.
 Patent Number: 2015/07341

STAINLESS STEEL,
SWEET IRON & BRASS

Our bits should be washed and wiped after use. If it has been out of use for some time, you may require a kitchen scourer.

90
KG

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

BOMBER BLUE

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

LEATHER

Wipe the leather after every use with a 
clean, dry cloth and apply a leather condi-
tioner regularly.

100% natural leather mullen shape will in-
cur strong tongue and some bar pressure. 
Suitable for horses that object to metal.

• Avoid soaking the leather in water or soap. 
• Avoid using any cleaning products not 
designed
  for leather. 
• Avoid storing leather bits in direct sunlight.

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

FLEXIBLE TUBE

A bespoke PVC tube offers an exceptionally 
soft option, by applying even pressure over 
the tongue and bars. Particularly suited to 
the horse that objects to metal. 
The Bombers tube is UV resistant, heavy 
metal free meaning it is non- toxic and the 
pigment is FDA approved.

PRODUCT CARE
WARNINGS



HITCHCOCK LOOSE RING TUBE WILSON LOOSE RING

VARIANT

 CODE HI00  CODE LT00  CODE WS00

The Bradoon and Loose Ring allow for immediate release and relief from tongue 
and bar pressure. The bit is immediately reset to a neutral position in the horse’s 
mouth.

The sweet iron range starts with a “B”                    The titanium range starts with a “T”                    The Icelandic range starts with a “D”

Our entire system runs on the Bombers Coding system. Each product from our massive range of over 500 000 models has a unique code.
A code is made up of 5 parts. For example, a standard Loose Ring Snaffle 125 B14.

HOW TO USE THIS CATALOGUE

1

2

2

SELECT THE RANGE

Title

Product Image

The unique code 
representing each model

Variations from the standard model

Description

Bombers Advice

Link to YouTube Video

Suggested Pressure Gauge

CHOOSE THE CHEEKPIECE CODE

          B                       LR00                      SN00                    125                     14

RANGE CHEEKPIECE MOUTHPIECE WIDTH THICKNESS

LOOSE RING

       LRLG           Large                 98mm                 6mm                                                       

       LR00         Standard              78mm                 6mm                                                      

       LRPS           Pony                 66mm                 5mm                                                       

       LRSA         Saddler               47mm                 5mm                                                       

CODE

STANDARD

MODEL DIAMETER THICKNESS

       LRBR         Standard               68mm                6mm                                                       

       LRPB            Pony                  46mm                5mm                                                      

       LRSB          Saddler                40mm                5mm                                                       

CODE

BRADOON

MODEL DIAMETER THICKNESS





PRESSURE POINT SEVERITY

SINGLE PRESSURETOTAL PRESSURE

Utilises no pressure, the optimum 
case however this is not realistic in 
every situation.

Registers a light pressure, applied 
over a large surface area to achieve a 
better positioning of the head.

Indicates that medium pressure is 
being applied to correct a problem 
or to achieve necessary control.

Is the maximum pressure, the rider 
should be cautious and question this 
use.

GREY GREEN ORANGE RED

HEAD PRESSURE POINTS

Cheek pressure is useful for schooling, encouraging 
flexion and directing the horse.

Poll pressure is applied through the bridle and will 
increase proportionally to the length of the bits upper 
shank/purchase. When applied to a horse that ac-
cepts this form of pressure it will bring the head down. 
Poll pressure is usually used in conjunction with other 
pressure points, making it more accepted.

Curb pressure may be necessary to improve control, 
as well as to encourage the chin to tuck in. Curb chain 
pressure is severe due to the sensitive area of appli-
cation but can be softened by distributing the pres-
sure to other areas such as mouth and poll. Nylon or 
leather back straps are a softer option to a curb chain.

A loose cheek piece moves vertically through the 
mouthpiece. Bombers bits are carefully chamfered 
by hand to minimise any pinch, although add 5mm in 
width when using a loose cheek piece.

This unique group of cheek pieces are fixed against 
the cheek and exhibit the positive features of a loose 
ring.

A fixed cheek piece is designed to sit closely to the 
horses lips, it encourages flexion.

TYPES OF CHEEKPIECES

CABLE

LOOSE

2½, 3 & 4 RING LOOSE RING

RH

SH

AMERICAN GAG

CURB GAG LOOSE RING TAYLOR TOM THUMB

HITCHCOCK

TOM THUMB

CURB GAG

GAG

HYBRID

WILKIE

WILLIAMS

FIXED

ACADEMIC CURB FULL CHEEK

FULL CHEEK GAG

HALF SPOON

DEE

DEE KIMBERLEY KIMBLEWICK

DC MORGAN PELHAM

DEE CLASSIC

DROP CHEEK LIVERPOOL

EGGBUTT

EGGBUTT ½ RING

EGGBUTT GAG

EGGBUT 2½ 

SWALES PELHAM

STOCKMAN

TRAINING

WEYMOUTH

FIXED & LOOSE

HACKLAND GAG

EGGBUTT LOOSE RING

LOOSE RING TUBE

RUGBY WEYMOUTHFULMER LOOSE RING

RUGBY PELHAM

The T-Bar was developed by Bomber for Polo, it will have the same effect as the traditional Fulmer in that it will 
prevent pinching on the sides of the mouth however the shortened and extended pins above and below the bit 
prevent the bit firstly being pulled through the mouth and secondly has the effect of guiding the horses head into 
the direction the bit is facing which is great for schooling and training purposes.

T-BAR 

SPECIALISATIONS



ACADEMIC CURB

DEE

CLASSIC DEE KIMBERLEY DEE

VARIANT

       DE00         Standard              82mm                92mm                                                      

       DEPS            Pony                 68mm                66mm                                                   

CODE MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT

Traditional fixed cheek introducing light poll pressure and 
no pinching.

The Dee Ring is similar in action to the Eggbutt, it prevents pinching and gives 
a slightly more solid feel against the cheeks. This prevents the bit from being 
pulled through the mouth. The release is slower and some slight poll pressure is 
introduced.

OVERALLCHEEK CURB POLL

The Academic Curb is a cheek piece made for a specific type of training.  The 
cheek piece will create poll pressure, leverage on the mouth piece and curb 
pressure through the curb chain.  Pressure will be brought in very quickly and 
released slowly.  It is not paired with a Bradoon. This cheek pieces works best 
for the well-trained horse and rider.

  
        AC00                83mm                 25mm             145mm              60mm

CODE WIDTHMODEL HEIGHT PURCHASE

FIXED
CHEEKPIECE

A fixed cheek piece is designed to sit closely to the horses lips, it encourages flexion.

 CODE CD00  CODE KD00



DROP CHEEK

       DM00           80mm               125mm                                                       

CODE WIDTH HEIGHT

Traditional fixed cheek with no pinching, 
Bomber recommends this for young riders.

The Drop Cheek has an Eggbutt like ring at the mouthpiece for the rein, with an 
upper cheek that has a ring at its end, to which the cheek piece of the bridle is 
attached. 

The cheekpieces lie flat against the horse’s face, and the mouthpiece is quite fixed 
in the mouth and concentrates pressure on the bars.

        DC00            Standard          55mm            100mm            40mm                                                       

        DCPS            Pony                45mm             82mm             33mm                                                       

CODE MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT PURCHASE

BABY DROP CHEEK

DC RACING

VARIANT

DC MORGAN

Bomber is very excited about this innovation, he de-
signed the DC Morgan to remove pressures. Please en-
sure it is fitted tightly so there is no sideways movement 
of the mouthpiece, further to this point Bomber suggests 
using a bit strap. The DC Morgan is available in other 
mouthpieces although Bomber strongly recommends 
this cheek piece with a ported Bombers mouthpiece that 
ideally also swivels, so it can naturally adjust with the 
horses movements, maintaining a comfortable position.

The DC Morgan was designed to remove as many pressures as possible, creating 
a safe comfortable communication. The key feature of the cheekpiece is the loose 
ring which attaches to the bridle, which can also rotate, ensuring the poll and 
cheek area is relieved from any rein engagement. The reins are attached to the 
large dee, which swings open independently of the cheekpiece.  The mouthpiece 
is fixed to the cheekpiece, with a solid surface area to encourage flexion.

VARIANT

 CODE D600

 CODE DMRA



Traditional fixed cheek introducing light poll pressure and 
no pinching.

EGGBUTT

EGGBUTT 
LOOSE RING EGGBUTT GAG EGGBUTT 2½  RING EGGBUTT ½  RING

The Eggbutt cheek piece prevents pinching of the lips and gives a solid feel 
against the side of the face. It also prevents the bit being pulled through the mouth. 
The release is slower than the loose ring and also introduces light poll pressure.

        EG00         Standard              75mm                78mm                                                     

        EGPS            Pony                 60mm                66mm                                                      

        EGSA          Saddler               60mm                60mm                                                      

CODE MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT

        EGBR          Bradoon              60mm                66mm                                                     

        EGSB          Saddler               46mm                48mm                                                     

CODE

BRADOON

MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT

VARIANT

FULL CHEEK The Full Cheek will prevent pinching on the sides of the mouth, and the extended 
pins above and below the bit, firstly prevent the bit being pulled through the mouth 
and secondly aid guiding the horse’s head which is great for schooling purposes. 
As with the Eggbutt, the release is slower than the loose ring and also introduces 
light poll pressure.

        FU00         Standard              60mm               160mm                                                       

        FUPS            Pony                 45mm                120mm                                                       

CODE MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT

Bomber would recommend this fixed cheek for schooling 
and for those horses that drift.

 CODE ER00  CODE EGGA  CODE E200  CODE E2HR



KIMBLEWICK

FULL CHEEK GAG FULMER LOOSE GAG

VARIANT

As with the Pelham, the action of the Kimblewick is dependent upon the position of 
the riders hands. The rein slides on the Dee shaped bit ring.
If the hands are lowered prior to pressure being applied to the reins, the rein will 
slide about an inch and the bit will assume roughly a 45° angle in the mouth. Caus-
ing the mouthpiece to act in a downward and backward motion on the lower jaw, 
this is complemented by a downward pressure on the poll, giving the bit a lowering 
action. There are 3 rein settings which increase or decrease the pressure.

Bomber would recommend this for the more experienced 
rider and for show jumping and eventing where the multiple 
pressure settings  allow for quick adjustment.

 
      KI00           Standard             70mm            145mm               73mm                         

      KIPS           Pony                   60mm            110mm               47mm                         

CODE MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT PURCHASE

Supplied with a nylon back strap.

Rein A

Rein B

Rein C

REINS CAN BE ATTACHED AT:

A - Removes the poll pressure decreasing 
      the mouthpiece leverage.

B - Introduces light poll pressure leveraging 
      the mouthpiece.

C - Introduces poll pressure leveraging 
      the mouthpiece.

 

HALF SPOON

Recommended for driving, this fixed cheek provides 
lateral aids and prevents pinching.

The Half Spoon has only a lower half of a full cheek. The cheek prevents pinching 
on the sides of the mouth. The bit provides some lateral guiding and is more fixed 
in the mouth than the Loose Ring.

        HS00         Standard              70mm               130mm                                                     

        HS0S          Straight               70mm               130mm                                                    

        HSPS            Pony                 55mm                105mm                                                       

        HSSA          Saddler               55mm                105mm                                                       

CODE MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT

 CODE FUGA  CODE FR00



PELHAM

KIMBLEWICK LITE

RUGBY PELHAM SWALES PELHAM WATSON PELHAM

Traditional cheek piece with curb chain, introduces poll, 
tongue and curb pressure.

The Pelham has attachments for two reins, one near the mouthpiece and one at 
the end of the shank. Some riders, may prefer to use rein connectors. The Pelham  
55mm shank will exert moderate poll pressure and leverage on the mouthpiece 
and curb.

VARIANT

VARIANT

Supplied with stainless steel curb chain and hooks

 
       PE55     55 Shank         50mm        115mm          30mm             

      BWPPOMU00           Standard        

       PE75     75 Shank         50mm       135mm          30mm                     

      BWRPOMU00          Ring Shank     

       PEPS        Pony             50mm        100mm          30mm                    

CODE

CODE

MODEL

MODEL

WIDTH HEIGHT

       RP55     55 Shank        

       RP75     75  Shank     

       RPPS        Pony     

CODE MODEL

       SP55    55 Shank        

       SP75    75  Shank     

CODE MODEL

PURCHASE

 CODE K600



STOCKMAN

TRAINING

GRAZER WESTERN

VARIANT

The Stockman is an alternative to the Pelham with a nylon backstrap in place of a 
curb chain.  A combination of rein placements is possible, to adjust the pressure 
to each horse.  The shank is longer than a Pelham, but the swept back angle of 
the shank softens the pressure and allows the horse to graze with the bit in.  This 
makes the cheek piece popular in Endurance.

The Training cheekpiece is designed for training and schooling horses. It offers 
positive pressure on the side of the face when using the reins to turn. The reins 
are connected to the inner ring. Although very similar in action to the Williams 
cheekpiece, it does eliminate the tendency of the cheekpiece to twist when using 
an open rein.

      ST14    Standard              40mm            140mm               50mm

      ST18       Long                  40mm            190mm               50mm

CODE MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT PURCHASE

        TR00            80mm             110mm              30mm                                                       

CODE WIDTH HEIGHT PURCHASE

OVERALLCURBCHEEK POLL

       GR14     Standard        

       GR18        Long     

CODE MODEL

       WT14     Standard        

       WT18        Long     

CODE MODEL



WEYMOUTH

RUGBY WEYMOUTHRELAXED PERFORMANCE 
WEYMOUTH

Bomber’s traditional cheek piece fixed to comply with 
FEI requirements and used with a curb chain, therefore 
pressure is applied to the poll and curb.

The Weymouth works on several parts of a horse’s head and mouth. The 55mm 
shanks add leverage, although less than the 75mm shanks, and place pressure 
on the poll via the poll strap of the bridle and to the chin groove via the curb chain.

VARIANT

Supplied with stainless steel curb chain and hooks

     WEF5    55 Shank          32mm           117mm           45mm                                                       

     WEF7    75 Shank          32mm           136mm           45mm                                                       

     WEPS       Pony              25mm           100mm           38mm                                                       

     WESA     Saddler            30mm           180mm           43mm                                                    

CODE MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT PURCHASE

       RWF5     55 Shank               WPS5     55 Shank        

       RWF7     75 Shank            WPS7     75 Shank     

       RWPS        Pony     

       RWSA      Saddler     

CODECODE MODELMODEL



OVERALLNOSE CURB POLL

Recommended as an alternative to the conventional 3 or 4 ring 
bit. As the ½ ring lessens the leverage on the poll and mouth-
piece. A backstrap is recommended.

2½ RING

LOOSE
CHEEKPIECE

A loose cheek piece moves vertically through the mouthpiece. Bombers bits are 
carefully chamfered by hand to minimise any pinch, although add 5mm in width when 
using a loose cheek piece.

A ring cheek piece introduces poll pressure as well as creating leverage on the mouth-
piece, the 2½ Ring version is the softest out of the 3 or 4 ring alternatives as the ½ ring 
softens the leverage on the mouthpiece and poll.

Supplied with a nylon back strap.

  
2R00 

2RPS 

Standard 

Pony 

78mm 

66mm 

130mm 

110mm 

CODE MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT

REINS CAN BE ATTACHED AT:
A - Removes the poll pressure decreasing 
      the mouthpiece leverage.

B - Introduces poll pressure leveraging the 
      mouthpiece. Rein A

Rein B

T-BAR 

SPECIALISATIONS

VARIANTS

4 RING3 RING

Bomber would prefer to offer an alternative to this cheek 
piece. While allowing adjustable setting for poll pressure 
this cheek piece is capable of applying excessive poll 
pressure as well as applying curb pressure when using a 
back strap.

The American Gag has a long curved shank with rings at either end. This setup 
creates a lot of poll pressure and leverage on the bit.

AMERICAN GAG

  CODE MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT SHANK

    AG20       Standard       50mm      200mm       130mm                   

    AG23    Long          50mm      230mm       160mm           

Supplied with a nylon back strap.

 CODE 3R00  CODE 4R00



CURB GAG The Curb Gag uses the concept of a Rope gag but instead of applying poll pres-
sure, it is used to apply curb pressure from the second/bottom rein. Although poll 
pressure is not totally removed as there is a similar action to the Ring or Drop 
Cheek on the bit/top rein. Note this bit must be used with 2 reins.

A gag works by lifting the bit in the mouth in order to encourage the head to be 
raised. Often used on strong horses that like to lower their heads in order to 
escape the action of the bit in the mouth and get very strong. When pressure is 
applied to the rein, the bit is lifted in the mouth and poll pressure is applied. The 
bit also rotates slightly in the mouth putting more pressure on the tongue and 
bars. To be correctly used, it must be used with two reins one on the gag rein 
and one on the bit, only bringing the gag rein into play when needed, although 
most people ride on the gag rein only.

This variation of the Curb Gag removes poll pressure, keeping the Curb Gag’s 
action to the curb strap with some leverage on the mouth piece.

Bomber would recommend that Ideally the curb gag should 
be used with two reins, slight poll pressure is applied while 
stronger curb pressure is applied through the bottom rein 
which will lift the head.

CURB GAG LOOSE RING 

  
           GACU                     85mm                    105mm 

           GACP                     70mm                     90mm 

CODE WIDTH HEIGHT

Supplied with leather curb strap.

VARIANT

Bomber would prefer to offer an alternative to this cheek 
piece which is used to Lift the bit in the mouth encouraging 
the head to lift, poll, bar and tongue pressure is applied.  
When used correctly with two reins, one on the gag rein 
and one on the bit, the gag rein only comes into effect 
when necessary.

GAG

Supplied with gag ropes.

  
GAMR

GABR 

Medium 

Large 

83mm 

115mm 

80mm 

115mm 

CODE MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT

T-BAR 

SPECIALISATIONS

VARIANT HACKLAND GAG

 CODE GACR

 CODE HAGA



Bomber recommends that this sophisticated combination 
bit is suitable for experienced riders to use on a strong but 
sensitive horse, the adjustable settings offered for rein at-
tachments will vary pressure on the nose, tongue and curb.

The Bomber Hybrid is a combination of a mechanical hackamore and American 
Gag, giving it the combined effects of the hackamore and the bit.  Ideal for strong 
sensitive mouthed horses as it distributes pressure uniformly on the nose, mouth 
and the poll. 
The reins can be attached at various positions to allow for varying degrees of 
leverage. The amount of movement in the mouthpiece can be altered by moving 
the stopper above the mouthpiece. The nose piece is padded for the horse’s 
comfort and a nylon curb strap is included. 
Care must be taken that, as with any mechanical hackamore, the noseband sits 
above the nasal bone.

HYBRID

  
    BH00          70mm       197mm       95mm           70mm                       

CODE WIDTH HEIGHT SHANK PURCHASE

Supplied with a nylon back strap, and rubber nose band. 

The stopper can be adjusted with the Allen key provided.
Ensure the bit stopper is set evenly on both sides.

As the stopper is set further down:

The purchase grows, increasing the:

•  Mouthpiece leverage

•  Poll pressure

•  Backs trap & nose band pressure

REINS CAN BE ATTACHED AT:
A - the recommended position, the hybrid is a strong device, 
     the longer shank allows for more hand movement

B - shortening the shank, increases the responsiveness of the
      device. This requires excellent hands.

Stopper

Rein A

Rein B

Bomber’s preferred choice over other cheek pieces as 
the loose ring allows for immediate release and relief from 
tongue and bar pressure.

The Bradoon and Loose Ring allow for immediate release and relief from tongue 
and bar pressure. The bit is immediately reset to a neutral position in the horse’s 
mouth.

LOOSE RING

HITCHCOCK LOOSE RING TUBE WILSON LOOSE RING

       LRLG           Large                 98mm                 6mm                                                       

       LR00         Standard              78mm                 6mm                                                      

       LRPS           Pony                 66mm                 5mm                                                       

       LRSA         Saddler               47mm                 5mm                                                       

CODE

STANDARD

MODEL DIAMETER THICKNESS

       LRBR         Standard               68mm                6mm                                                       

       LRPB            Pony                  46mm                5mm                                                      

       LRSB          Saddler                40mm                5mm                                                       

CODE

BRADOON

MODEL DIAMETER THICKNESS

VARIANT

 CODE HI00  CODE LT00  CODE WS00



The Tom Thumb is similar to the Ring bits or Dutch Gags and introduces poll 
pressure as well creating leverage on the mouthpiece. The main difference 
however is that instead of the additional rings at the bottom it has an extended 
shank with a ring on the end, this shank is bent and set to run at 45° the effect 
this has is to ease up the poll pressure and leverage on the mouthpiece.

Recommended for junior riders with forward going horses 
this offers similar action to ring bits however by having the 
lower ring set on a shank bent at 45 degrees, this reduces 
the poll and tongue pressure exerted when the rein is 
attached to the lower ring.

TOM THUMB

WILKIE

TAYLOR TOM THUMBVARIANT

  
        TT00                   57mm             142mm 

CODE WIDTH HEIGHT

Supplied with a nylon back strap

T-BAR 

SPECIALISATIONS

Similar action to ring bits but much softer, the additional 
rings set inside the loose ring increase poll pressure and 
raise the mouth piece in the horse’s mouth.

The Wilkie utilises pressure on the poll and raising the bit in the horse’s mouth 
to achieve additional control without resorting to a stronger mouthpiece. This is 
similar to the action of a ring bit but to a milder degree which is why it has found 
favour for use on ponies.

       WL00         Standard              78mm                  6mm                                                     

       WLPS            Pony                 66mm                  5mm                                                    

CODE MODEL DIAMETER THICKNESS

 CODE TA00



WILLIAMS

SH RH

WILLIAMS RACING WILLIAMS 4 RING

VARIANT

VARIANT

       WI00         Standard              82mm               136mm                                                       

       WIPS            Pony                 68mm               105mm                                                       

CODE MODEL WIDTH HEIGHT

Bomber recommends this fixed cheek which provides 
lateral aids while offering two rein positions to adjust poll 
and tongue pressure, does not require a back strap.  May 
require extra width to allow for fleshy mouths.

The Williams cheek piece allows for multiple rein positions

• The centre ring acts as a loose ring

• The bottom ring promotes poll pressure

The Williams cheek piece encourages flexion and helps to prevent drifting. Con-
sideration should be given to horses with fleshy mouths where increased width is 
necessary in order for the bit to be well accepted.

REINS CAN BE ATTACHED AT:

A - Removes the poll pressure decreasing 
      the mouthpiece leverage.

B - Introduces poll pressure leveraging 
      the mouthpiece. 

Rein A

Rein B

 CODE SH00  CODE RH00

 CODE WIRA  CODE WI4R



THE NATURE OF TITANIUM BRINGS A NUMBER OF POSITIVES TO THE PROVEN BOMBERS 
BITTING PHILOSOPHY, SPECIFICALLY, FOR THE HORSES WHO NEED AN ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL.

INITIALLY AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING MOUTHPIECES, IN COMBINATION 
WITH MOST OF OUR CHEEK PIECES.

Available in widths from 90 - 160 and thickness B10, B13, B16. 
The Happy Tongue is available in B13/08 & B16/10.

EXCITED TO INTRODUCE OUR NEW RANGE

•	Antibacterial & biocompatible

•	Superior strength and extremely lightweight in the mouth.

•	Increases saliva, warm to the touch and encourages acceptance

•	Non-toxic and hypoallergenic

•	Low maintenance, easy to clean

BUSTER ROLLER

CONTROL PLATE

ELLIPTICAL

SNAFFLE

HAPPY TONGUE

COLIN MILES

DRESSAGE CONTROL PLATE

ELLIPTICAL LOCK UP

SNAFFLE LOCK UP

HAPPY TONGUE STRAIGHT



LINDA HAS FORMED PART OF THE SWEDISH NATIONAL TEAM SINCE THE AGE OF 13 AND HAS 

REPRESENTED SWEDEN AT THE CSIO NATIONS CUP AND THE OLYMPIC RESERVE IN 2008.  SHE 

HAS WON MEDALS AT THE LAST SWEDISH CHAMPIONSHIPS WITH DIFFERENT HORSES

 

bombers sponsored SHOWJUMPING RIDER

I HAVE TRIED CAYENNE ON 
    A PELHAM HAPPY TONGUE...
       IT WORKS GREAT AT THE MOMENT.
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SEMI-BROKEN
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MOUTHPIECECHEEKPIECE MEASUREMENT

x + 10

x + 10

x + 5

x + 15

LOOSE

FIXED

FIXED & LOOSE

xSOLID

x + 5
SOLID

SEMI-BROKEN

FLEXIBLE2 BREAK1 BREAK

FLEXIBLE2 BREAK1 BREAK

BOMBERS 90 95 100 110 115 120 125 135 140 145 150 160

INCH 3.5” 3.75” 4” 4.25” 4.5” 4.75” 5” 5.25” 5.5” 5.75” 6” 6.25”

SIZE CONVERSION TABLE



Bombers Equestrian Equipment

Manufacturer

340 Victoria Road, Pietermaritzburg, 
KwaZulu Natal, South Africa

help@bombers.co.za

Tel  +27 33 345 4669
Fax  +27 86 225 3877
Mobile  +27 83 234 1960

www.bombers.co.za


